
From: vatsal agarwal 
Sent: 2/3/2013 9:01 AM 
To: USTeam 
Cc: Walt De Petris; kristen.boardman@spartasystems.com; Angira Dey; 
Aruna_Vavilala@contractor.amat.com 
Subject: Sushant Agarwal:Netwoven employee 
 

Respected Sir/Maam, 

I am writing to you again as a deep and earnest request to save me and my family from our father 

Mr Sushant Agarwal.The man has completely lost it,he has no control over his mind and 

emotions.He needs urgent medical help and needs to be put behind bars.Like written earlier he 

has already been convicted and is roaming around in bail.The cases against him are ; 

313 u/s 323,342,354,114 (newmarket PS) 

u/s 406,418,420,329,465,468,469,471,474,380,386,504,506,120B under Ipc 

244 u/s 498a,456,120b of Ipc (maniktalla PS) 

The new case against him is 107 which is for “Conspiracy to Kill”. 
He is sending letters and uploading videos blackmailing us to remove all the cases against 

him.He is trying to defame all of us just so that he can get away with whatever wrong he 

has been doing to us.Not only is he doing this to blackmail us he is also trying to get public 

sympathy by misguiding everyone.The man is incapable and has no grounds to defend 

himself on court and this is the reason why he has been unabashedly spreading rumours 

and posting  letters to our family members and over the internet. 

He is very conveniently blaming the judicial system and the corruption as the reason 

behind his conviction,but no common sense suggests and no penal system is that blind that 

a man is convicted in almost all the cases pending against him. 

We would not have written again had he not recently given indications of killing our 

mother.He has started posting letters to family members saying that my mother is going to 

commit suicide soon.This screams out his inner self.He can now stoop down to any level.He 

is making all plans to physically and dangerously attack us.The police is investigating into 

the matter but before anything concrete happens from the judiciary side,we earnestly 

request you to help us.Kindly take whatever strict actions you can from your side.This man 

is not worthy of anyone’s trust. 

As mentioned earlier he is a spineless man who is currently living with his mistress,an 

employee from capital chowringhee and is indulging in fraudulent and forgery cases. 

We can provide you with as much proof and evidence as you want (both pictoral and 

written).Kindly revert back to us if u want to see any kind of proof.Please do not hesitate. 
  

Regards, 

Niharika,Anmol and Vatsal 

Niharika Agarwal: MSC holder from LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS,London 

Anmol Agarwal: Student of class 12,Lamartiniere for Girls 

Vatsal Agarwal: Student of class 7,Lamartiniere for boys 
 


